GoHD is taking the mystery out of the new technology of the Li Ka Shing Center for Learning and Knowledge. Every projector will be High Definition (HD), and the GoHD team is preparing the following information in workshops, videos and online resources to help you make the most of the new building:

**All About HD**
Resolution, aspect ratio, pixels. How do you compare an older “square” 4:3 aspect ratio screen with the new 16:9 widescreen projectors? Why is high resolution important, and what are the possibilities for your presentations? 
*All about HD* will be an hour-long session that helps to decode the technology and show just how useful it can be.

**One Hour to HD: Converting your content**
The presentations that you have are important, and converting them to take advantage of HD technology is not difficult. Whether you’re using Windows or OS X, PowerPoint or Keynote, you’ll be able to make them look their best. *One Hour to HD* will be your opportunity to walk in with your own material, learn specifically how it can improve by going HD, and walk out with a converted presentation that is ready for the classroom.

**Working with HD Images**
Digital images are often HD quality already, so they’re naturally a great place to start. The software and resources to use, as well as concepts like compression and “versioning” will make your work easier, faster, and look even better. *Working with HD Images* covers these topics, as well as scanning techniques and services for your non-digital images.

**Working with HD Video**
HD video is now more accessible, and more valuable than ever. Learning how to capture and edit video, how to “encode” and what formats work best will prepare you to use this as a tool for your presentations and teaching. *Working with HD Video* is specially designed to introduce you to the tools and resources that are most effective while editing and using HD video.